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Message from the

Chair

T

ime flies. The first quarter of 2015 is over. I
like to share several recent good news of
PISA.

First comes with the news of ISC2 Hong
Kong Chapter. Andy Ho has been reelected as
the Chairman of the Chapter this year. With
him is a strong committee including, namely,
Alan Ho, Billy Pang, Frank Chow, Frankie
Leung, Jim Shek, Joyce Fan and Otto Lee.

Secondly, PISA has formed the Certificated
Cyber Forensics Professional (CCFP) Study
Group, with Billy Pang as the convener. You
can read more details on page 38.

transmission. Our Mobile Security SIG is
conducting a research project related to SSL
communication used in mobile applications
and we are expecting the result to be ready in
Q2.

PISA has a number of SIGs. If you are
interested in the information of SIGs, please
visit this URL:
https://www.pisa.org.hk/special-interest-groups.

Starting in 2015, we saw many big names of
the web like Facebook, Google, Twitter and
Yahoo who embrace SSL to safeguard user
data. Although another Open SSL Flaw FREAK was found in early March, we
believe SSL is still essential to secure data
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SECURING EMAIL
TRANSMISSIONS WITH

TRANSPORT LAYER
SECURITY

Warren Kwok
CISSP
Program Committee

Warren has worked in the ICT industry for over 20 years. He is now a senior
telecommunications engineer in the Office of the Communications Authority.
Warren is well-known in the government as a security expert specializing in
infrastructure security. Since joining PISA in 2006, he has published over a
dozen security articles in PISA Journal.
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Securing Email Transmissions with Transport Layer Security

Introduction

Opportunistic TLS Encryption and
STARTTLS

Almost all IT people know that email transactions
between a sending server and a receiving server riding
on the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) are in
clear text form susceptible to eavesdropping,
interception and tampering.
In order to maintain
message confidentiality in server-to-server
communications, in 2002, the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) published RFC 3207 “SMTP
Service Extension for Secure SMTP over Transport
Layer Security (TLS)” setting out the official standard
for implementing SMTP over TLS. Over the past
decade, SMTP over TLS has never been common
until June 2013 when Edward Snowden revealed the
massive surveillance program of the US National
Security Agency which eventually forced email
service providers and large corporations to embark on
email privacy protection. This article gives an
overview of SMTP over TLS, its facilitation of
opportunistic encryption and the proliferating
deployment since 2013 after the Snowden Incident.

When SMTP over TLS is implemented, there is an
SMTP extension protocol called “STARTTLS” which,
whenever possible, converts an established connection
in clear text mode to encrypted mode using the same
SMTP port 25, if the two sides can simultaneously
support TLS. In a nutshell, a TLS-enabled mail server
must be able to exchange emails with TLS-enabled
servers
in
encrypted
mode
while
email
communications with other non-TLS servers shall fall
back to clear text mode. This mechanism is better
known as “opportunistic TLS encryption” in the
information security community. As the encryption
enhancements take place in the server side, users can
send and receive emails as usual without additional
settings or software tools.
Figure 1 illustrates the process of a TLS-enabled mail
server sending an encrypted email to a recipient’s
email server. During the SMTP handshake process, as

Figure 1: Securing Email Transaction between TLS-enabled mail servers
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Figure 2 : A TLS-enabled sending server falling back to clear text email transaction
the sender’s mail server is TLS-enabled, it always
issues the EHLO command to the receiving server.
The receiving side will respond to the sender with a list
of command available in which STARTTLS will be
shown up. Once the availability of STARTTLS is
confirmed, the sending side will issue the STARTTLS
command which will automatically trigger TLS
handshakes, negotiate on cipher suite exchanges,
optional certificate verification and finally an
encrypted channel will be established. Such processes
are well-defined in RFC standards for public key
cryptography which are commonly implemented in
HTTPS secure web transaction.
Figure 2 illustrates a TLS-enabled mail server sending
an unencrypted email to a non-TLS recipient mail
server. During the SMTP handshake process, since
the receiving side is not TLS-enabled, it will not show
up “STARTTLS” in the list of available commands in
response to the EHLO command of the sending side.
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Recognizing the non-TLS status of the receiving side,
the sender side will continue with the rest of SMTP
handshake and message exchange in clear text mode.
To be honest, as the majority of mail servers which I
know in Hong Kong are in support of TLS, it is
increasingly difficult for me to find a mail server which
is not TLS-enabled. Hopefully, I was successful in
finding one from a local academic institution for
demonstrating the unencrypted email transaction.

Growth of SMTP over TLS Deployment
Google has been publishing the statistics of its Gmail
inbound and outbound encrypted emails since
December 2013. In December 2013, only 27 % of
inbound messages to Gmail were encrypted while the
percentage of encrypted outbound messages was 39 %.
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Figure 3 : Message header of an HSBC email

Figure 4 : Gmail message header (no information on verification)
As of today, Google announced that the percentages of
encrypted inbound and outbound messages have
increased to 59 % and 79 % respectively. In another
astonishing news, in August 2014, Facebook
announced that 95 % of its outgoing notification
emails were encrypted. With these figures released by
Google and Facebook, it is apparent that TLS
encryption for emails across SMTP servers has gained
wide acceptance. Thanks to the collaborative efforts of
email service providers and other stakeholders, this
positive trend will continue which shows the united
stance of the global online community to fight against
pervasive network monitoring by secret agencies.

Verification of TLS Encryption in
Email Headers
If an email message is received through TLS
encryption, there is always an added “Received” field
in the message header telling the status of encryption,
TLS version and the cipher suite used.
Figure 3 is the extracted TLS portion of a message
header for an email from HSBC. For this example, as
the receiving mail server has been purposely
configured to authenticate the sender and the client
certificate of HSBC’s email server is signed by a
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trusted Certification Authority, the client certification
is therefore successful verified.
It should be noted that inbound mail servers (operating
in STARTTLS server mode) should NOT try to
authenticate the client certificate of a sending mail
server. The underlying purpose of SMTP over TLS is
to enable encryption as much as possible but not to
authenticate connecting clients. On the other hand, in
STARTTLS server mode, a digital certificate is always
required because it is the public key of the server
certificate to start the TLS handshaking and to encrypt
the secret session key. To save cost and manpower on
certificate management, the use of self-signed
certificate in STARTTLS server mode will suffice for
the sake of email encryption.
In the case of self-signed client certificate requested by
the server side, the corresponding TLS portion in the
message header will contain alerts such as
“verification=no”. Also, when a TLS-enabled server is
configured not to authenticate the client certificate, the
message header will contain text as “verification=not”.
All these alert messages might cause confusion to the
end users if they attempt to check the message headers.
Nevertheless, network administrators are smart to
change the TLS portion of header field to omit the
status of client certificate verification.
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Figure 5 : Opportunistic Encryption of PISA Email Server

Figure 4 is the TLS header part of a Gmail received
message in which the client certification verification
status has been omitted.

re-directed from PISA mail server destined to
"warren.kwok@pisa.org.hk".

Downgrade Attack
Opportunistic Encryption in PISA
Email System

As seen in the example of Figure 1, the SMTP message

PISA members are assigned with an email account as

command has been successfully invoked by the

"firstname.lastname@pisa.org.hk" in the PISA email

sending side. This gives an opportunity to a man-in-

system. In fact, the assigned email address is just an

the-middle downgrade attack . An adversary tapping

alias which forwards all the received emails to the

the wire could disrupt the transfer of STARTTLS

personal or corporate email account of the member.

command and thus no encrypted channel can be

Even it is acting as a transit node, as shown in Figure 5,

established.

opportunistic TLS encryption is also employed in the

STARTTLS and to maintain interoperability with non-

inbound and outbound directions in order to preserve

TLS mail servers, there is no easy technical solution to

message privacy to the maximum extent. Figure 6

plug the loophole. However, this should not be seen as

transfer is at first in clear text until the STARTTLS

Due to the opportunistic nature of

shows the extracted TLS headers of an email message
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Figure 6 : Message Headers showing opportunistic encryption of PISA email forwarder

a hindrance to server-to-server email encryption. We

TLS has almost reached the critical mass today.

should be mindful that secret agencies have the skills

Nevertheless, we are far from 100 % secure as this

and resources to tap on every single node in the

solution

Internet remotely.

communications and emails in transit.

only

encrypts

server-to-server

email
Moving

forward the next security issue that deserves our

Way Forward

attention is achieving full end-to-end email encryption

SMTP over TLS is now supported by all major SMTP

which could only be realised by the wider use of

software packages and the encryption enhancement

Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions and

can be achieved at no additional cost if self-signed

Pretty Good Privacy.

certificates are used.

In particular, Google and

Facebook have timely informed us that SMTP over
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HTTP/2
The Next Generation
of HTTP
On 18 Feb 2015, the new and long-awaited version of
HTTP (HTTP/2) took a major step toward becoming a
reality.

Otto Lee
CISA CISSP CSSLP

Otto has more than 10 years of working experience in financial industry,
and had been based in Beijing for 4 years as the Information Security
Manager to define the corporate policies and be responsible for
technical reviews, secure code analysis and web application security
tests on global projects, also been the representative in Asia to handle
security incidents, conduct site security reviews in different offices and
provide security awareness in the region.
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Introduction

Why to revise HTTP?

On 18 Feb 2015, the new and long-awaited version of
HTTP (HTTP/2) took a major step toward becoming a
reality. It is been approved by Internet Engineering
Steering Group (IESG) for publication as standardstrack RFCs, after more than 2 years of discussion, with
more than 200 design issues, 17 drafts and 30
implementations. It's on the way to the RFC Editor,
with RFC number assigned and further editorial
processes before published.

Since HTTP practically only allows one outstanding
request per TCP connection, loading a Web page is
resource intensive, and loading all of those assets
efficiently is difficult.
Also, since browsers have used multiple TCP
connections to issue parallel requests, it will lead to
performance issues when there are many concurrent
connections.
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The Next Generation of HTTP

What is HTTP/2?
HTTP/2 (originally named HTTP/2.0) is the first new
version of HTTP since HTTP 1.1, which was
standardized in RFC 2616 in 1999 - 16 years ago!
The standardization effort came as an answer to
SPDY, an HTTP-compatible protocol developed by
Google and supported in Chrome, Opera, Firefox,
Internet Explorer 11, Safari, and Amazon Silk
browsers.
It reduces the latency by improving the page load
speed in web browsers with:
●

Data compression of HTTP headers

●

Server push technologies

Loading page elements in parallel over a single
TCP connection, i.e., multiplexed

HTTP/2 leaves most of HTTP 1.1's high level syntax,
such as methods, status codes, header fields, and URIs,
the same. The element that is modified is how the data
is framed and transported between the client and the
server.

Its negotiation mechanism also allows clients and
servers to elect to use HTTP 1.1, 2.0, or potentially
other non-HTTP protocols.

In short, it allows a seamless switch between HTTP/1
and HTTP/2, with minimal changes to applications
and APIs.

It supports the common existing use cases of HTTP,
such as desktop web browsers, mobile web browsers,
web APIs, web servers at various scales, proxy
servers, reverse proxy servers, firewalls, and content
delivery networks.

Faster?

●

●

Fixing the head-of-line blocking problem in
HTTP 1

The proposed changes do not change or impact how
existing web applications work, while new
applications can take advantage of new features for
increased speed.
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HTTP/2 won’t replace the traditional web standard
what the world knows and loves, but it is expected to
help websites load faster once it’s adopted a wide
scale.
Since the clients of HTTP/2 would send requests much
quicker, it is likely that this would put a lot more strain
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on existing servers, as they would now be fielding
many more requests at once.

includes the version, a ciphersuite blacklist, and
extensions used.

Require Encryption?

Conclusion

HTTP 2.0 was originally planned to push encryption
technology called TLS (Transport Layer Security,
formerly called SSL for Secure Sockets) in HTTP/2.
After extensive discussion, the Working Group did not
have consensus to require the use of encryption (e.g.,
TLS) for the new protocol.

HTTP/2 is currently available in Firefox and Chrome
for testing, using the “h2-14” protocol identifier. Also
Google has already announced that it will adopt
HTTP/2 in Chrome by early 2016.

However, some implementations have stated that they
will only support HTTP/2 when it is used over an
encrypted connection.

If you are interested in keeping in touch with HTTP/2,
you can visit HTTP/2 Homepage. Or if you don't care
about it, probably you won’t even notice it being
rolled out.

Improved Security?
HTTP/2 defines a profile of TLS that is required. This

Reference
HTTP/2 Homepage
https://http2.github.io/

HTTP/2
Copyright &
Disclaimer

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTTP/2

What is HTTP/2? Next-Gen Protocol For Faster and Safer Internet
Copyright owned by the
author. This article is the views
of the author and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion
of PISA

http://thehackernews.com/2015/02/http2-fast-websites.html

Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG)
http://www.ietf.org/iesg/
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Email System with
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Wallace Wong has different IT exposure in private and
public sectors. He is currently working as a Senior System
Analyst in the Government for security, audit and project
management.
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ack to the basic network protocol used for transferring an email, i.e. Simple
Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), it was originally designed for academic or
government in the early ages. And there was no consideration of security as
well as no formal verification of sender. Since the spam, forgery, fraud and other serious
crimes could be increased through the loopholes of this SMTP protocol, ensuring a valid
identify in the email system is becoming more and more important.

If you have read the first issue of PISA Journal back to March 2005, there are lots of articles about anti-spam strategies to
secure your email system. Throughout the last ten-year, some earlier strategies for email authentication aimed at equipping
messages of the email system with verifiable information are continuing to use while some strategies developed later have
been published with one explained at here which is called Domain Keys Identified Mail (DKIM).

Development
In fact, DKIM is one of email authentication which allows the sender to electronically sign legitimate emails in a
way that can be verified by recipients using a public key. It is originated from a “Domain Keys” patent from
Yahoo and a “Identified Internet Mail” project from Cisco which have later become the standards in “Internet
Engineering Task Force” (IETF) with “Request for Comments” (RFC) mainly about DKIM as follow:
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RFC #

Title

Published

RFC 4686

Analysis of Threats Motivating DKIM

2006 Sep

RFC 5016

Requirements for a DKIM Signing Practices Protocol

2007 Oct

RFC 5585

DKIM Service Overview

2009 Jul

RFC 5617

DKIM Author Domain Signing Practices (ADSP)

2009 Aug

RFC 5863

DKIM Development, Deployment, and Operations

2010 May

RFC 6376

DKIM Signatures

2011 Sep

RFC 6377

DKIM and Mailing Lists

2011 Sep
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Securing your Mail System with DKIM

For the evolution of DKIM, please visit this interesting timeline with snapshot as in Figure 1

Figure 1. DKIM timeline from Roman Dovgopol from on Securelist

Sending
With reference to Figure 2, DKIM permits a person or organization that owns the signing domain to claim
some responsibility for a message by associating the domain with the message (i.e. “Plaintext”). Thus, the
sending person or organization can insert a digital signature (i.e. “Digest signed with private key”) to the
message in DKIM-Signature header for the receiving person or organization to verify with the “Public key”.

Figure 2. Sending a DKIM-email is like a plaintext plus a digital signature.
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Receiving
Once the email client has received the DKIM-email, it will query the DNS server for the domain name associated
with sender’s email domain. From the response of DNS server, the public key would be retrieved to decrypt the
DKIM signature for comparison with the body and header of email. Matched result would pass the email
verification to authenticate the sender or fail for email from malicious sender.

Figure 3. Receiving a DKIM-email is like the email verification with DNS.

Using Gmail as an example, you can view the authentication information of email by opening a message and
clicking on the 'show details' (
) icon below the sender's name. If a message was correctly DKIM signed, a
'signed-by' header with the sending domain will appear. If no authentication information exists, there will be no
signed-by header.

Figure 4. Receiving a DKIM-email in Gmail.
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Securing your Mail System with DKIM

Deployment
DKIM is required to configure correctly on mail server and domain name. For simplicity, the “Gmail for Work”
service is used as an example.
Sign in “Admin console” (https://admin.google.com).
Choose “Apps” menu.

Choose “Gmail” app.

Click "Generate new record" under “Authenticate email”.

Open the domain's admin panel and manually add the new DNS TXT record to your domain similar as follows:
google._domainkey IN TXT v=DKIM1; k=rsa; p=(generated public key)
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Up to 48 hours, all emails from your domain will be labeled with dkim=pass flags as the legitimacy of the sender.

Recommendation
Some best practices for DKIM authentication are as follows:
●

●

●

Avoid passing DKIM only as not spam: Even passing the authentication, the sender may still be a
spammer. Thus, anti-spam should check whether it is from known good sender to avoid false positive and
continue the virus checking for malware.
Avoid the risk of dropping good emails: Since DKIM signers may have problems with their
implementations or emails with DKIM signatures are being modified by mailing lists which causes
verification to fail, do not take the discard actions for all as some good emails will be lost.
Show the authentication results: Your email system should highlight to end users that a message has
succeeded in DKIM verification, such as the Gmail and other Webmail providers.

Conclusion
Since DKIM is only one of the ways to verify the sender identity and there are other ways to
provide a better overview, such as Sender Policy Framework (SPF) and Domain-based
Message Authentication, Reporting and Conformance (DMARC). Sending could be
further enhanced by getting own SPF and DKIM records in order and then by adjusting the
send policies with the help of DMARC report data. And receiving could be targeted to
specific domains which have properly implemented the SPF and DKIM on their sides.

Wallace Wong ■
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Copyright &
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OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE
FOR TRACING MALWARE

P

assive DNS or Passive DNS Replication is a technique
invented in 2004 by Florian Weimer. It was originally
used to reconstruct a partial view of the history of the global
Domain Name System (DNS).

Frankie Li
SANS GREM (Gold)

Frankie Li is an independent Security Researcher
specializing in computer forensics and malware analysis
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P

assive DNS or Passive DNS Replication is a technique invented in 2004 by Florian
Weimer. It was originally used to reconstruct a partial view of the history of the global
Domain Name System (DNS). DNS messages are passively captured from sensors installed on
voluntarily collaborating production networks. It has been used for a variety purposes, but is mainly
used to predict and prevent malware and e-crime activities [1]. Passive DNS has also been used,
along with other threat artifacts (e.g. binary indicators of compromise (IOC), whois, email and social
website traces), to attribute Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) actors. Today’s Threat Analysts often
make queries from public or paid Passive DNS data sources to portray and associate the network

relationships with
redistribution.

Introduction
Passive DNS or Passive DNS Replication is a technique
invented in 2004 by Florian Weimer. It was originally used
to reconstruct a partial view of the history of the global
Domain Name System(DNS). DNS messages are passively
captured from sensors installed on voluntarily collaborating
production networks. The captured messages are then
stored in a database for later research.
Starting from 2007, the Internet System Consortium (ISC)
expanded Florian’s project and further developed their
version of a Passive DNS System under their Secure
Information Exchange (SIE), which allows ISPs, law
enforcement, researchers, universities and OARC
(Operations, Analysis and Research Center) members to
monitor DNS activities from hundreds of production
networks in real-time. Approved SIEs are set up and
connected by relays in different locations, and the data feed
is distributed to security researchers who have contractual

[1] https://www.isc.org/blogs/join-the-global-passive-dnspdns-network-today-gain-effective-tools-to-fight-against
-cyber-crime/
[2] https://www.isc.org/blogs/isc-spins-off-its-securitybusiness-unit/
[3] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domain_Name_System
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ISC

that

prohibit

unauthorized

Database clusters are used to aggregate the high volumes of
passive DNS messages submitted to SIE. In return for
providing DNS messages to ISC, vetted operators of passive
DNS sensors have been entitled to no-fee access to ISC
DNSDB through a web interface for the five years since
inception. However, this non-profit sharing principle has
ceased since Farsight Security acquired the DNSDB and
SIE services on 2013 [2].

Brief introduction to DNS
In order to explain Passive DNS or Passive DNS
Replication in more detail, I would like to bring you back to
a DNS 101 lesson. Most IT folk should know the Domain
Name System quite well and can skip reading this section.
As defined in Wikipedia, “The Domain Name System
(DNS) is a hierarchical distributed naming system for
computers, services, or any resource connected to the
Internet or a private network. It associates various
information with domain names assigned to each of the
participating entities.[3]” In simple terms, it is a huge table
linking domain names to Internet Protocol (IP) addresses.
The DNS protocol allows the bi-directional association of
domain names and IP addresses at a particular point of time.
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Figure 1
However, in most cases, we can only resolve from the
domain name to IP address, because not all DNS servers or
name servers are configured with updated reverse pointers,
and the PTR records are optional and not reliable. (i.e.
name-to-IP-address mapping only)

or ccTLD server to ask for the authoritative DNS server’s
IP address. If a query is sent to the authoritative DNS
server, it will either return a reply after checking its DNS
database or send a “negative” reply back to the local DNS
server or the DNS resolver.

When an Internet application, such as a browser, wants to
access a resource or service, it has to call the DNS resolver
(a stub resolver), which then sends a query to the local DNS
server. If the local DNS server is configured as a recursive
query server (i.e. a local recursive resolver), it goes to the
Root DNS servers (we assume these root servers are always
available) to ask for the gTLD server’s (Generic Top Level
Domain, for example: .com) or ccTLD server’s (Country
Code Top Level Domain, for example: .hk) IP address.

If any of the above-mentioned links is broken, the browser
cannot connect to the web server, even though both of them
are operating perfectly. Mark Kendrick of DomainTools
created a simple chart in his video clip [4] which shows a
more dynamic presentation of DNS and Passive DNS. To
illustrate where Passive DNS messages are captured, I
provide you a similar chart for your reference. (Figure 1)

Based on the reply, the local DNS server goes to the gTLD

What is Passive DNS and how is a
Passive DNS DB kept?

[4] http://insider.domaintools.com/effective-internetinvestigations-rec/
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A simple description of Passive DNS is: DNS questions and
answers (queries and responses) are logged and collected by
distributed clients. Such collected messages are further
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replicated to various data collectors through
transmission relays.
Hence, the Passive DNS system consists of
two parts: the data collector, and the sensors
(or data forwarders). Sensors are installed
either on a DNS server or installed together
with the DNS server or on a mirror port (or
span port) of a switch of a LAN subnet. The
data collector is responsible to collect,
analyze and store the DNS messages (i.e. A,
AAA, MX, NS, SRV records) received
through the Internet from the sensors installed
all over the world.
Basically, it is a typical distributed client-andserver application. If the sensors or data
collectors are installed on the DNS server, it
works like a normal sniffer to capture all
DNS messages (such as: queries and
responses), then a set of rules are applied to
filter out appropriate DNS messages and forward the data to
the data collector. Due to privacy reasons, only DNS
responses from Root name servers, gTLD name servers and
authoritative name servers are collected, and the client IP
addresses are stripped off before forwarding to the data
collector.
Where there are small numbers of DNS resolvers (such as
browsers) using a particular DNS server, it will not be a
problem. However, it will be a big issue if the DNS server
is going to provide service for high volume queries from
various DNS clients. Both network and server hardware
may experience high CPU utilization, which can cause
packet losses or DNS server malfunction. The sensor
application may become a source of Denial of Service to the
DNS server.

[5] Berkeley Packet Filter/Packet capture
[6] https://www.farsightsecurity.com/Blog/20150128-nmsgintro/
[7] http://dnstap.info/slides/dnstap_oarc2014_warsaw.pdf
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Figure 2
In view of this, Florian Weimer proposed to collect the
DNS messages in a passive way by only monitoring the
network activities from a mirror port (or span port) at a high
power switch. This collection process is then called
“Passive”.
However, latency is still an issue. To collect the DNS
messages, it is proposed to adopt a BPF/PCAP [5] solution
that can successfully collect the data in an asynchronous
manner. Starting from 2006, another solution called NCAP
(Network Capture format invented by ISC) is used to look
for authoritative responses and reassemble UDP datagrams
before forwarding. From 2009, the NMSG [6] (Network
Message format invented by Farsight Security) approach is
used to monitor requests, and log complete DNS
transactions, Passively [7]. (Figure 2)
In order to handle the enormous volume of stripped DNS
messages, the data collectors are installed on clustering
servers with big physical DRAM and huge drive arrays to
store the collected data. The collected database is indexed,
and designed to allow users to query it through a web front
end (Figure 3), which obviously handled by another piece
of hardware.
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Figure 3
In 2013, the Passive DNS project was moved from SIE to
Farsight Security under the management of Farsight’s
Chairman and CEO Dr. Paul Vixie. Farsight Security is now
offering business services to provide real-time Passive DNS
solutions to the public for querying their huge Passive DNS
DB at a fee. Other than Farsight Security, organizations
like DomainTool and OpenDNS are also offering similar
services to the public and malware researchers, for data
mining analysis. By using an interactive graphical tool, like
Maltego, this data enables malware analysts to plot the
network infrastructure in a relationship map for further
analysis.

Passive DNS Applications
According Internet Systems Consortium, “Passive DNS
databases are extremely useful for a variety of purposes.
Malware and e-crime rely heavily on the DNS, and the “fast
flux botnets” abuse the DNS system with frequent updates
and low TTLs. Passive DNS databases can provide answer
to the questions that are difficult or impossible to answer
with the current standard DNS protocol.”
If researchers or law enforcement are working together,
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once a botnet is determined to be using certain domain
names to control the bots, these domains and their
associated IP addresses can be blocked by using a simple
blacklist filtering method. By using Passive DNS records,
suspicious domains can be sink-holed and the infected
zombie machines can be identified.
In some “phishing attacks”, attackers will create an officiallooking domain name similar to an official site. The
redirected “phishing site” may be used to collect personal
information such as user name and password. Passive DNS
records can be used as a building block in a broader defense
against such attacks.
Similar to the “phishing attacks”, if the user mistypes a
domain name, some DNS severs redirect NXDOMAIN
records to advertising websites. Using Passive DNS, users
may be alerted to such redirections.
In case of a catastrophic failure that is caused by destruction
of an important zone in a DNS server, a Passive DNS
database may also provide a non-authoritative but workable
solution.
Since it’s invention, Passive DNS has been mainly used as a
tool to track down criminal activity on the Internet. Those
activities include click fraud, traffic spam, and traffic
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stealing malware used in Advanced Persistent Threats (APT). The famous virus online scanner, VirusTotal provides a web
interface and an API to allow malware analysts to query their passive DNS database, free of charge with restricted query
frequency.
If you want to have a look, you may try entering a suspicious domain at: https://www.virustotal.com/en/domain/
<your_domain_name>/information/
Copyright &
Disclaimer

Frankie Li ■

Copyright owned by the
author. This article is the views
of the author and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion
of PISA
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ith introduction of popular website content
management systems (CMS), such as Joomla and
WordPress, building and maintaining a website is becoming
an easy task even for a non-professional for website
administration. Since CMS is so popular, it is becoming a
popular target for hackers. Very frequently, people using
CMS to build their websites are not information security
professionals. So they may not know how to secure their
CMS deployment. That is why there are so many security
incidents about CMS websites being hacked. The article
discusses security hardening on a popular CMS, Joomla.
Since Joomla requires PHP to run, the following discussion
focuses on LAMP stack, Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP.
LAMP stack is the most popular web service stack for CMS.
The hardening principle should apply to other stacks such as
FAMP, LNMP. Securing CMS deployment starts with
LAMP stack hardening.

1. Operating System hardening
When possible, install minimum packages in the operating
system. Only install required packages and server software.
Less packages mean less vulnerability and less package
patching.
Linux operating system should be updated to latest vendor
supported patches. Kernel and library vulnerabilities should
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be addressed. They are the fundamental in OS security.
Recent GHOST glibc vulnerability and Shellshock BASH
vulnerability show a great impact on OS security. Vendor
supported Apache, MySQL and PHP should be used instead
of compiling them ourselves. Vendors will keep a close eye
on vulnerabilities of Apache, MySQL and PHP. When a
vulnerability is discovered, usually vendors will release a
patch in a very short time. Following vendor patch release
will make vulnerability management easier. When
compiling LAMP ourselves, we are responsible for
maintaining the vulnerability-free software stack. This is
usually hard unless we have a lot of resources. So the best
practice is to follow vendor’s patch release. By doing so, we
can have a reasonable confidence on LAMP stack security.
Sometimes OS is not controlled by CMS deployer
especially we host our website in a hosting company. In this
case, we should choose a reputable LAMP stack provider.
Responsible LAMP stack provider should have a reasonable
patch policy on their LAMP stack. When possible, shared
hosting should not be used. It increases the risk of hacking
activities from the same shared server. When other shared
hosting website is vulnerable and attacked, all other shared
hosting website in the same server could be affected.
Dedicated virtual machine or physical server should be a
better choice.
Some Linux distributions provide SELinux or AppArmor
functionality. When possible, enabling them will provide
another layer of security. Violating SELinux or AppArmor
policies could be a valuable sign of hacking activities. They
can also limit the damage when being hacked. Other
unrelated services should be disabled. For instance, it makes
little sense to run a Samba server in a web server.
Password policy should be set to enforce minimum length
of password, password aging, account locking and password
complexity. Root account should not be allowed to login
remotely. Password brute force attack is the most common
way to gain unauthorized access to the web server
especially the web server is hosted in a web hosting
network.
Sometimes files for web servers could be required to upload
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to the web hosting server. Never use FTP to upload the file
as clear password is sent in the network. When the clear
password is captured by the hackers, the web server is
considered compromised. Always use encrypted channel
such as SFTP to transfer files. Use SSH instead of Telnet
when remote administration is required.
Use iptables to expose only necessary ports such as SSH,
HTTP and HTTPS ports. Exposing other ports may increase
the security risk. For instance, exposing MySQL server port
to the internet may let hackers to brute force attack MySQL
accounts.

2. Apache web server hardening
Apache web server should not be run under root privilege.
Run web server in a dedicated non-root user. Default
installation of Apache usually bundle a lot of Apache
modules. Redundant modules should be disabled. For
instance, mod_proxy and mod_dav are usually not required
and should be disabled. Apache web server version should
be hidden by setting “ServerSignature Off” and
“ServerTokens Prod” in the configuration file. Exposing
Apache web server version will give hackers more
information to look for web server vulnerability. Running
CMS doesn’t require cgi functionality. Cgi-bin and server
side include should be disabled. Directory listing should be
disabled to avoid directory files exposed to hackers when
index file doesn’t present in the directory. Restrict web
server to access particular directory only, usually /var/www/
html/.
A popular attack to web servers is denial of service.
Without limiting the resource consumed by the clients, it is
easy to make the web server out of service. So it is wise to
limit number of concurrent connections by a single IP
address, the connection time-out, request time-out and
number of headers. Mod_reqtimeout is a good module to
handle this kind of attack.
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3. PHP hardening
Only Install necessary php modules required to run CMS.
Turn off php version in HTTP headers by setting
“expose_php=Off” in /etc/php.ini file. Do not expose php
error to visitors by adding “display_errors=Off” in /etc/
php.ini file. Turn off remote code execution by adding
“allow_url_fopen=Off” and “allow_url_include=Off“ in /
etc/php.ini. Adjust max_execution_time, max_input_time
and memory_limit to control resource usage to prevent
denial of service.

4. MySQL hardening
Usually root account in MySQL default installation is with
empty password. So it is wise to set a strong password for
MySQL root user. Run mysql_secure_installation to make
default installation more secure. When there is no need to
remote login MySQL DB server, disable remote login by
adding “skip-networking” in [mysqld] section of my.cnf.
Disable use of the "LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE"
command by setting “local-infile=0“ in [mysqld] section of
my.cnf. This is to prevent unauthorized reading from local
files when SQL injection vulnerability in web application is
discovered by hackers.

5. Joomla hardening
Always download Joomla from official site. The software
package may contain malicious code if downloading from
non-official site. Always stay up to date for Joomla version
in the same main supported branch version. Vulnerabilities
found in unsupported version may not be fixed by Joomla
developers.
During Joomla installation, create a secure password and
admin username. After installation, enable Google two
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factor authentication for administration access. README.txt file should be deleted in Joomla directory. It will give a clue to
hackers on Joomla version running in the web server. Hacker may use the version information to look for vulnerabilities in
Joomla. web.config.txt file should also be deleted as it is not used in LAMP stack.
When hackers find a vulnerability in Joomla, they will usually upload a php file for remote command execution. So
restricting executing php file in some directories in web server configuration will prevent hackers from uploading php files
and executing them. Those directories include images, media, logs, tmp, cache, cli and bin. Just put “php_admin_value engine
Off” in Apache directory configuration for those directories.
Change the ownership of all php files and web directories containing php files to be a user other than Apache user. It will
prevent hackers to change the php files or upload a php file to web directories using a vulnerability. It will prevent Joomla
updating itself. Change them back to Apache user when upgrading Joomla in administrator page.

Review Joomla plugins and modules. Disable those unneeded plugins and modules.
When accessing Joomla administrator page, turn on SSL on administrator page. Do not allow non-SSL traffic accessing the
administrator page. It will prevent admin username and password to be captured by hackers.
Vulnerabilities in Joomla will be discovered from time to time as Joomla evolves. Maintaining Joomla security is not a one-go
operation. We need to monitor the Joomla security vulnerability announcement from Joomla security team. This is a mouse and
cat game. If hackers react before you fix a serious vulnerability in Joomla, your Joomla website will be hacked. This is true for
every dynamic website. So closely monitoring Joomla vulnerability and fixing the vulnerability is critical to maintain a secure
Joomla website. If third party modules are used in Joomla installation, those modules should also be monitored for security
patches.
This article cannot be considered a complete guide on hardening Joomla deployment. There are a lot of other things could be
done to further harden Joomla deployment in OS, Apache web server, php, MySQL and Joomla. The above are just the basic
ideas on hardening Joomla deployment.
George Chung ■
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Cyber Security in Aviation Industry – emerging security challenges and
future cyber security architecture (18-Sep-2014)
Speaker:
Epsilon Ip, Vice-Chairman (Professional Development) of Cloud Security Alliance (Hong Kong and Macau) Chapter,

PopVote System Technical Seminar (20-Sep-2014)
Speakers:
Dr. Robert Chung, Director, HKUPOP
Mr. Jazz Ma, IT Manager, HKUPOP
Mr. Patrick Cheung, System Analyst, HKUPOP
Mr. Sang Young, Internet Society Hong Kong and PopVote IT Advisor

Honeynet of Things (HoT) Make the Attack Visible (27-Sep-2014)
Speakers:
Frankie Wong, PISA Honeynet SIG Member
Peter Cheung, PISA Honeynet SIG Member
Roland Cheung, PISA Honeynet SIG Member
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Kung Fu in Security Assessment - Tenable Nessus Network Vulnerability
Scanner Workshop (11-Oct-2014)
Speakers:
Disney Cheng, PISA Infra-structure SIG Member
Daby Cheng

The Worldwide Incident Response of ShellShock (16-Oct-2014)
Speaker: Mr. Zhao Wei , CEO of Beijing Knownsec Information Technology Limited
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Kung Fu in Program code Audit Workshop (22-Nov-2014)
Speaker:
Ricky Mok, Senior Security Architect Hewlett-Packard, Enterprise Security Products - Fortify

App Security on Android (12-Dec-2014)
Speaker:
Anfa Sam, Security Researcher, DEVCORE
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ISC2 HK Chapter AGM
Feature Talk: Tactics of the APT attacks in Hong Kong and conceptual
illustration of a defensive solution for not well-funded organizations
(17-Jan-2015)
Speaker: Frankie Li, an independent researcher specializing in computer forensics and malware analysis. He is a member
of Information Security and Forensics Society (ISFS), Professional Internet Security Association (PISA), International
High Technology Crime Investigation Association (HTCIA) and a member of Honeynet Project, Hong Kong Chapter

Developing a responsible disclosure program for SaaS CSPs (22 Jan 2015)

Speaker” Erick, Security team lead for an innovative Hong
Kong based company offering cloud SaaS services
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Honeynet SIG Workshop 2015 (28 Feb 2015)
Speakers:
(PISA Honeynet SIG Members) Eric Fan, Frankie Wong, Kelvin Lo, Peter Cheung and Roland Cheung

New Smart ID Technical Seminar (20-Mar-2015)
Speakers:
Kenneth Cheung, Regional Director of Matica Technologies. He participated in the Smart ID projects in this region such as
MyKad in Malaysia and Thailand National ID.
Frankie Leung, CISSP, CISA, CISM and CRISC, Program Director of PISA and ISC2 HK Chapter
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Certificated Cyber Forensics
Professional (CCPF) Study Group

Certified Cyber Forensics Professional (CCPF) is one of the new credentials from (ISC)²
Information Security Certification Programs. In Hong Kong, there is only one CCPF
credentials holder and there is no official training course in the market.
To address the keen interest of members in the CCFP Certification Programs., PISA formed a
study group for the CCFP examination preparation in 2014 December. The founding members
for the group are Billy Pang, Mike Lo and Frankie Leung.
At the time of writing, there were 18 members in the CCPF self-study group. The first tutorial
was held on March 13, 2015. We planned 8 to 9 class activities to cover six domains in CCFP,
computer forensics workshop, forensics experience sharing and examination resources
sharing. We expected there will be at least 10 CCPF holders from this study group by the end
of 2015.
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